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Background information

Birth name William D. Revelli

Born February 12, 1902
Spring Gulch,
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Died July 14, 1994
(aged 92)
Ann Arbor,
Michigan, U.S.
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Occupation(s) Musician, music
educator, conductor,
and marching band
director

Instrument(s) Violin

Years active 1912–1994

Hobart High School Band Director
In office

1925–1935
University of Michigan Director of

Bands
In office

William Revelli
William D. Revelli (February 12, 1902 – July 16, 1994) was an
American music educator and conductor best known for his
association with the University of Michigan, where he directed
the university's bands including the Michigan Marching Band
1935 to 1971. During his 36 years as director, the Michigan
Marching Band won international acclaim for its musical
precision. Revelli is also credited with innovations that moved
college marching bands across the country away from rigid
military formations. Among other things, Revelli’s Michigan
Marching Band was the first to synchronize music and
movement and the first to use an announcer.[1]

Born in Spring Gulch, Colorado, Revelli studied violin as a
child,[2] graduated from the Beethoven Conservatory of Music in
St. Louis, and received degrees from the Chicago Musical
College, Columbia School of Music and Vandercook School of
Music.[3] He also played in various pit orchestras in Chicago
before accepting a high-school conducting job at Hobart High
School in Hobart, Indiana in 1925.[2][4][5] Revelli transformed
the Hobart High School Band into one of the best small high
school bands in the country. He was music director at Hobart
from 1925 to 1935, where his bands won either five or six
national championships.[2][4][5][6] In 1934, Revelli's Hobart band
was invited to play at the World's Fair,[7] and one newspaper
reported: "William Revelli has developed his Hobart, Ind., class
B band to a point where it is ranked by many with the best class
A organizations from larger schools."[8] In 1931, Revelli was paid
a salary of $5,000 a year, a large sum at that time.[9]

In 1935 Revelli was hired by the University of Michigan as
director of bands.[1] Revelli almost decided against applying for
the Michigan job because the pay was significantly lower than
what he was earning in Hobart, but he did apply for and later
accept the job,[2] a position he held for 36 years. Revelli retired in
1972 and was director emeritus until his death in 1994,[1] Under
his direction, the Michigan Marching Band was acclaimed for its
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1935–1971
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musical precision, intricate formations
and high-stepping style. The Marching
Band under Revelli was “the first to
score original music to band shows, to
synchronize music and movement, to
use an announcer, to do a post-game
show, and the first to host a high school
Band Day.”[10]

Known on Michigan’s campus as “The
Chief,” Revelli was known as a tough
taskmaster.[2] Revelli had a fierce
dedication to excellence and drilled the
desire for perfection into his band

students. One former band member recalled that the “sequence
of our attitudes toward him often went from fear to anger to
respect to awe to reverence.’”[4] Another recalled: “He was a
tyrant who was feared by many, and an educator revered by
all.”[2] One of his students from the 1940s recalled the same
emotions but noted: “I learned more about music-making in that
little class ... than I had learned in my prior 12 years of private lessons.”[11] It has been said that, if
asked, “nearly every student who played under Revelli could vividly recount some memory of him; he
left a lasting impression on everyone with whom he crossed paths.”[12]

Interviewed in 1970, Revelli said: "I've been called the Vince Lombardi of Ann Arbor because I just
won't compromise. I'm intolerable when it comes to perfection. Sometimes I'm even downright mean
about it."[13] Revelli added that his pursuit of perfection was about more than the music: "This
striving for perfection will carry over into other areas of their lives."[14] In December 1964, Revelli
described the guiding principles that he sought to instill into his students for 36 years. In a speech
delivered to the Marching Band prior to its appearance at the 1965 Rose Bowl game (and published in
its entirety in the October 1994 issue of Michigan’s alumni magazine Michigan Today), Revelli said:

"Demand of yourself! How much do you demand of yourself of what I'm talking about? Not even 10
percent, some of you. ... I want to know how you can dedicate yourself to your forthcoming positions
in the musical world, when you can't dedicate yourself right now to what you're doing in a simple little
march. ... The world is full of people who do things just about right. Just about. And a few on the top
do them just right—most of the time. Nobody's perfect! When are you going to start to demand of
yourself what I demand of myself? When are you going to be as uncompromising with what you do as
I am uncompromising in what I hear and what I insist on? When? Are you waiting for some miracle?
The miracle will be when you demand of yourself everything you've got of yourself. That'll be the day.
And I don't only mean 5 minutes of 10; I mean 10 minutes out of 10; I mean 60 minutes out of an
hour, 24 hours a day, at least all of your waking hours. ... I don't want it just about right! To me, just
about right is terrible! ... Now, nobody's killed when you play a half-note as a dotted quarter. But you
might, from learning to play a half-note a full half-note, make the difference in the lives of 50,000
little kids. ... You don't piddle with music—it's a good-time-Charlie business, and for me, the
wonderful good times come out of hearing somebody play beautifully. I don't care if it's ‘Stars and
Stripes,’ ‘The Victors’ or what it is. I mean, there's a pride. And this guy knows he's good! And nobody

Reputation as taskmaster
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can take that away from him. When they play sloppy and don't care or don't know—a great many of
them don't even know, they don't know how bad it is—they can be forgiven, but more they should be
pitied.”[4]

Revelli also viewed school bands as a bulwark against juvenile delinquency. He noted: "We keep our
musicians too interested and busy to get into mischief."[15] On another occasion, he noted, "Young
music students have better things to do than get in trouble."[14]

Revelli recruited talented musicians to Michigan like a football
coach recruited top athletes. Revelli required all male wind
instrument majors to participate in the Marching Band. This
requirement swelled the number of students in the Marching
Band.[12] Revelli was also known for his use of new music in his
performances, often commissioning new pieces.[2] Another
innovation during Revelli’s years as band director was the
introduction of dance steps. The tradition began with a dance
routine to the tune Alexander's Ragtime Band which proved to be
a big hit with the crowd.[12]

In the 1930s, General Motors divisions, Buick and Chevrolet, paid
for the band to travel to away games. In a show of appreciation,
Revelli had the band line up in a “Buck – I” formation at the 1938
Ohio State game. Then, while playing Buick’s theme song, the
letter "I" moved between the "u" and the "c" in "Buck" spelling out
"Buick". The next morning, athletic director Fielding H. Yost reportedly called Revelli at his home at
2:00 a.m. and said: "Young man, never do that again!” Yost did not approve of the injection of
commercial advertising onto the college football field.[12]

Revelli was also dedicated to furthering musical education in high schools. He regularly toured the
Midwest offering band clinics in small towns and big cities. In 1949, Revelli held the first Band Day at
Michigan Stadium. Twenty-nine high school bands marched into the stadium and played with the
Michigan Marching Band under the direction of Revelli. By the 1960s, the number of Band Day
participants had grown to more than 14,000.[2][12] Revelli was also the Chairman of the Instrumental
Winds Department at the University of Michigan.[2] He was an advocate within the School of Music
for wind music. Aside from directing the large ensembles, Revelli promoted chamber music as well as
the importance of private instruction on each student’s wind instrument at the University. Starting in
1942, Revelli offered the “Small Wood-wind ensemble,” as a way to encourage wind chamber music.
The vision of professor Revelli helped bring in teachers for every wind instrument and paved the way
for the University of Michigan to become one of the premiere music institutions in the United
States.[16]

In 1946, the band moved to Harris Hall. Revelli joked that the band was making "progress" as it
moved from a building built in 1854—Morris Hall—to one built in 1888. The large upstairs room with
its plaster walls and wooden floor provided the perfect acoustical setting for a band rehearsal. Revelli
later said the "Michigan Band sound" was in part due to the perfect acoustics of Harris Hall and Hill
Auditorium.

Development of the Michigan Bands
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In 1961, Revelli and the U-M Symphony Band, under sponsorship of the U.S. State Department,
toured the Soviet Union, Romania, Egypt, Greece, and five other Near East countries for 15
weeks.[17][18] One of the attendees at the USSR concert in Minsk, USSR - according to the Warren
Commission report - was none other than Lee Harvey Oswald - the reported assassin of John F.
Kennedy. On other tours, the Symphony Band under Revelli appeared at Carnegie Hall in New York,
the Philadelphia Academy of Music, Boston Symphony Hall, and the Shrine Auditorium in Detroit.[17]

When Bo Schembechler was hired as Michigan’s football coach in
1969, Revelli was the first person to visit him when he arrived at
his new office: “I’m in my office, and the first visitor that I get, the
absolute first visitor is William D. Revelli.”[19] Revelli sat down
and said, “I want you to know that I coach my band exactly the
same way you coach your football team. We’ll have discipline, and
we’ll do it the way it’s supposed to be done!”[19] Revelli added,
"Anything you need from me or the band, all you need to do is
ask."[20]

When the freshmen arrived in the fall of 1969, Schembechler
asked Revelli to teach them how to sing "The Victors."
Schembechler said, “He didn't just teach them ‘The Victors.’ He
taught them Michigan tradition!”[20] Schembechler gathered the
freshmen at Yost Field House, and Revelli entered in full uniform
– described by Schembechler as “a lean, short, distinguished-
looking older gentleman—a band director right out of central
casting.”[20] Revelli rose to the podium, tapped his baton, looked
right into their eyes and said, "John Philip Sousa called this the

greatest fight song ever written. And you will sing it with respect!"[20] Revelli brought out a pitch pipe
and began the instructions. “You sing from down in here, in your diaphragm. You bring it up from
down here with feeling.” Then he blew the starting note on his pitch pipe. The players started, "Hail to
the Victors, valiant –" Revelli interrupted, “No, No, No! That’s terrible! There’s no enthusiasm. You
didn’t sing it without enthusiasm!”[19] They started again, and Revelli interrupted again. “No, no, no!
We’re gonna get this right if I’m here all night!”[19]

Schembechler thought so much of Revelli’s performance that he invited him back every year to teach
the freshmen what Michigan tradition was about.[20] Schembechler recalled, “He was absolutely
great, and the freshmen absolutely loved it. And let me tell you, every one of those freshmen came out
of that session with Revelli knowing ‘The Victors.’ They knew the words, they knew how to sing it, and
they knew how to emphasize the right spots. They flat out knew how to do it. And it was only because
he came over there with the idea that those guys were going to come out of that meeting room
knowing how to sing this fight song the right way or else! And they did. That was Bill Revelli.”[19]

The admiration between Revelli and Schembechler was mutual. In a 1970 interview, Revelli compared
himself and his training methods to those of Schembechler. "Bo and I speak the same language.
Psychologically, our practices are the same. Both the team and the band have to perfect their
fundamentals before they can do anything else. And both need proper warmups to stay in shape in the

Revelli teaches “The Victors” to the football team
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off-season. Sometimes we'll spend 45 minutes on calisthenics of the embouchure (perfecting the
position of the lips on the mouthpiece of an instrument). I had one boy come back who hadn't
practiced all summer. His lips were about six months behind everyone else's."[13]

Revelli was the founder of the College Band Directors National Association (CBDNA) in 1941. The
CBDNA began as a committee of the Music Educators National Conference (MENC). In the fall of
1938 that committee, under the leadership of Revelli, met independently in Chicago. The group met
again in December 1941 and formed the University and College Band Conductors Conference. The
name of the organization was changed to the College Band Directors National Association in 1947.[21]

Revelli also served as a President of the National Band Association and the American Bandmasters
Association, and was named Honorary Life President of the CBDNA.[2]

In the 1970s, Revelli headed a school in Glion/Montreux Switzerland called the Revelli International
School of Music. High School students from various states attended for a short time and then toured
through various countries in Europe.[22]

Revelli received numerous awards and honors for his
contributions to marching band music, music
education, and the University of Michigan. These
honors include:

In 1947, the Chicago Musical College conferred the
honorary degree of Doctor of Music on Revelli.[6]

In 1949, at the Twelfth Biennial Convention of
Kappa Kappa Psi, National Honorary Fraternity for
College Bandsmen, Revelli was honored by being
elected to the position of Grand Honorary
President, "an honor seldom given and one of the highest honors that could be bestowed upon
any conductor or member of the fraternity."[23]

In 1961, the University of Michigan presented Revelli with the faculty award for distinguished
achievement.[17]

In 1964, Revelli was honored as one of the first ten recipients of Kappa Kappa Psi's Distinguished
Service to Music Medal.
In the 1970s, the Michigan Marching Band moved into a new building constructed specifically to
house the band. The building, located at 350 East Hoover, was named William Revelli Hall.
In 1981, Revelli was among the first living inductees to the National Band Association Hall of
Fame of Distinguished Band Conductors.[1]

In 1989, the Louis Sudler Foundation and the John Philip Sousa Foundation presented Revelli
with their highest award, the Order of Merit.[1]

In 1989, Troy State University (now Troy University) conferred the honorary degree of Doctor of
Laws on Revelli.[24]

College Band Directors National Association

Revelli International School of Music

Awards and honors



In 1994, he was posthumously awarded the Charles E. Lutton Man of Music Award by Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia fraternity for men of music at its national convention in St. Louis, Missouri. The
award was accepted on his behalf by his grandson. He had been initiated by the Fraternity's Alpha
Lambda chapter at Illinois Wesleyan University in 1935.

Revelli died of heart failure on July 16, 1994 at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital in Ann Arbor at age
92.[25][1] He was preceded in death by his wife, Mary, and his daughter, Rosemary Margaret Revelli
Strong. He is survived by his grandson John William Revelli Strong and Kimberly (Strong) Snyder,
and his great grandchildren Sara and William Snyder. He is interred at Washtenaw Memorial Park in
Ann Arbor.[26]

Michigan Marching Band
University of Michigan
Marching band
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William Revelli loved to boast, “I was born in a ghost town!” On this day—February 12, 1902—

William Revelli was born in Spring Gulch, Colorado. (Today, there is nothing to be found where 

Spring Gulch existed. A crossroads in the middle of nowhere. When the coal mine closed, the town 

was abandoned.) 

 

In 1886, William’s father, Giovanni Battista Revelli, immigrated to the U.S. from Italy when he was 

16 years old. Giovanni’s father was an affluent stock rancher in Ponte Canades, near Torino, Italy. 

His father wanted Giovanni to become a priest. Like many young Italians in the 19th century, 

Giovanni heard and believed stories that America was the land of opportunity and the streets were 

paved with gold. Like many Italian immigrants, Giovanni (now “John”) found work as a miner. John 

moved to wherever work could be found, including the iron ore mines of Ishpeming and Calumet, 

Michigan. Then, John moved to Coal City, Illinois, where he became a coal miner. In Coal City, he 

met Rosa Bonino and married her in 1897. (Rosa came to America with her family when she was two 

years old.) Two children were born to John and Rosa while in Coal City—Adelina and John. In 1901, 

the family moved to Spring Gulch, Colorado, where a new mine offered good-paying jobs. The town 

was brand new when the Revelli family moved there. It was while the Revelli family lived in Spring 

Gulch when William was born and was baptized “Guglielmo Domenico.” But the family called him 

Willy. 

 

In 1904, the Revelli family moved again. This time, John was offered a job as a foreman in a new 

coal mine that opened in Panama, Illinois. The town was brand new; it did not exist when Willy was 

born! While in Panama, three more children were born to John and Rosa—Melvin, Norma, and 

Lorena. 

 

Willy Revelli lived in Panama until he graduated from high school. 

In the picture, Willy--dressed in the skirt--is third from the right. Standing behind Willy is his father, 

John. To the left of Willy are his older brother--John, sister--Adelina, and mother--Rosa. 
 



You are not a conductor of bands, you’re a conductor of people.

– WILLIAM D. REVELLI




H
e is an old man, with creases at his eyes and white, thinning hair. He appears particularly small, even for

someone who never stood more than 5’7”.

He is in the autumn of his years in 1992. All eyes are on him as he crosses the Hill Auditorium stage in a slow but

determined walk. Steps on the podium. Lifts his arms. Readies the baton.

The world is suddenly young again.

The unmistakable, joyful noise of a Sousa march is splendid and bursting with life. Flutes and clarinets dance

above their brassy counterparts. The snare drum is crisp and ef�cient. The music races and slows, soars and dips

like a roller coaster ride.

The guest conductor is William Revelli, legendary leader of the University of Michigan Bands, a pioneer in

American music education, and a John Philip Sousa acolyte.

He is directing “The George Washington Bicentennial March,” the last work of the March King. It is a personal

favorite—dif�cult to play, but so worth the effort.

In conducting his hero’s �nal composition, Revelli is making his last appearance at Hill, a place where he �rst set

foot 56 years ago as a junior professor just handed an anemic college band.

* * *

Certain names connote leadership, at Michigan and beyond: Tappan. Angell. Yost. Bo.

Revelli.

His love of teaching, his belief that music is as sustaining as water and oxygen, and his unrelenting drive for

perfection resonate long after his �nal note.

Dr. William Revelli was guest conductor
for Keith Brion and the New Sousa Band
during an October 1992 performance at
Hill Auditorium.

Image: Ann Arbor District Library



CHAPTER 1

THE MAESTRO

REVELLI: THE LONG NOTE
BY KIM CLARKE



Michigan’s bands grew from one to seven during his tenure. His methods shaped band pedagogy from middle

school through college. He built the Wind Instrument Department into one of the strongest in the country. His

faith in students carried them across the country and around the globe, exposing them to different cultures and

showcasing the University of Michigan to the world.

Michigan traditions—a high-stepping marching band, pep bands, colorful halftime shows, Band-O-Rama,

symphony tours—all have their roots in Revelli.

His demands (“Stop conducting me!”), his exasperation (“Why don’t you get a hammer and be done with it?”), and

his encouragement (“Be dedicated in whatever you do—even if it’s kissing your girl goodnight”) ring in alumni

ears generations after graduating.

At the core of it all was his credo: “We do not teach music. Rather, we teach people through music.”

I
t’s a pitch-black Sunday morning in 1909 and 7-year-old Willie Revelli is standing along the railroad tracks in

the tiny Illinois coal town of Panama. In the distance, a train’s whistle sings. Willie snaps on his �ashlight,

raises his arm, and �ags down the massive locomotive.

In his other hand is his precious violin. It is the only instrument he ever wanted, and he wasn’t yet 5 when he

began begging his parents for one.

“My dad put it right beside my bed on a stand and when I woke up Christmas morning, there was my violin! The

�rst thing I wanted to do was play; of course all I could do was scratch around. I didn’t know how to hold the bow

or anything.”

This is why he waits at the train station in the dark. Wake up every Sunday morning at 4:30, catch the eye of the

engineer, hop aboard The Limited, and ride four hours to the big city of St. Louis. There, he meets with the

concertmaster of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra for a 45-minute violin lesson, followed by free time and the

return trip to Panama. He arrives home after 9 p.m.

He does this every Sunday, every month, for 10 years.

* * *

Giovanni Revelli wanted his son to have the best and be the best; he was “a person who liked things done well.”

He loved the music of his native Italy, the arias and libretto of opera. His wife, Rose, sang the Italian folk songs she

heard growing up. Together, they gave six children their �rst lessons in music.

As a boy not yet 10, Willie Revelli saw John Philip Sousa and his band at the Illinois State Fair. He could not

believe the sheer majesty of what he was hearing.

“Sousa’s band hadn’t played two minutes and I knew that’s what I wanted to do,” he once told an interviewer. “I

said, ‘Dad, I want to be a conductor like Mr. Sousa.’”

He stood apart from his classmates (“I was kind of a funny kid”). As if the weekly train treks to St. Louis weren’t

exotic enough, he spent summers traveling with a Chautauqua orchestra through Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin and

Kansas. During the school year, he played in the pit orchestra of his father’s silent movie theater.

CHAPTER 2

A BOY AND HIS VIOLIN



He practiced his violin constantly; he’d rather practice than play outside, unless maybe there was a game of

baseball he could join. He played a little high school basketball, until a teacher warned that sprained or broken

�ngers could cripple his musical aspirations.

“My upbringing was one of seriousness of purpose. I wasn’t fooling around just to have music as an avocation but

rather to look at it as an experience that would be lifelong.”

Panama was a mining town, and he had no intention of spending a lifetime underground, in the dark and danger

of the earth. After high school, he moved north and enrolled at the Chicago Musical College (today the Chicago

College of Performing Arts at Roosevelt University).

His instructor was Leon Sametini, an exceptional violinist known for being dif�cult and demanding. When he

wasn’t working to meet Sametini’s standards, Revelli was playing violin in dance orchestras in Chicago, Joliet

and St. Louis. In particular he performed with Isham Jones, a popular dance bandleader in the Loop who, like

Sametini, was a real stickler.

Giovanni Revelli. Leon Sametini. Isham Jones. All perfectionists. All teachers.

Bachelor’s degree in hand, William Revelli was about to embark on his career and cultivate his own reputation as

both bandleader and taskmaster.

The Panama, Ill., depot, where young
William Revelli regularly boarded a train
for music lessons in St. Louis, Mo.

Image: Historical Society of Montgomery
County, Illinois
(http://history.montgomeryco.com/)

Revelli and his violin, circa 1924.

Image: William D. Revelli Papers 1907 - 1994, Ben
Library (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/b/bhlead/umic
byte=141630919;focusrgn=C02;subview=standard

T
he new music teacher is Mr. Revelli and he barely looks old enough to be out of high school himself.

But here is he, 23 years old in 1925, huddled in the chemistry lab of Indiana’s tiny Hobart High School, with

a handful of anxious students who say they want to be in a band.
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None of them has ever touched a musical instrument.

He himself has never played in a band; concert bands don’t use violinists.

The school superintendent made it clear to his new hire: There is no budget, no rehearsal space, no equipment.

And there certainly isn’t time during the school day for band class.

* * *

Concert and marching bands—staples of today’s K-12 system and colleges—were an American phenomenon of

the 1920s. In the wake of the Great War, the public embraced patriotism and pomp, along with music performed

live at silent movies and spread by the phonograph. A growing middle class preferred band music rather than

fussier orchestras. The advent of talking pictures brought unemployment to orchestra pits, driving professional

musicians to Hollywood, radio—and teaching.

The school band movement was under way.

At Hobart High School, Revelli’s of�cial duties called for him to teach vocal music—all grades, kindergarten

through 12th grade—as well as conduct several school choirs and a glee club. Within his �rst month on the job, he

received permission to develop a band program.

The students honked and squeaked and generally crashed through the music. There were not enough players to

form a full concert band; they performed minus �utes, oboes, timpani and several other standard instruments. He

called it “mess production.”

Still, Hobart parents were keen to hear their young prodigies.

“I had mothers calling and asking me when their child was going to bring his or her instrument home. I used to

say, ‘You know, Mrs. Maybaum, you don’t know how lucky you are. I have to listen to him, you don’t. You should

be thankful.’”

He was an advocate of solfeggio—the practice of singing the printed notes (“do,” re,” “mi”). Hobart students would

hear the same refrain issued over and over to Michigan students 10, 20 and 30 years later: “If you can’t sing it, you

can’t play it.”

He also realized his own need to evolve musically, and learned to play trombone, �ute, bassoon, trumpet, and

more from members of the Chicago Symphony. He took a similar tack with students, teaching them several

instruments so they could appreciate an entire body of work. He also arranged for private lessons between his

students and professionals, just as his father did when he was 7 years old.

He demanded, and expected, excellence. During one frustrating band practice, he threw down his baton and told

the students to get out, just go home. He wouldn’t conduct them if they were the last band on earth. He stormed out

of the room.

Stunned, the students did not move. No one said a word. Ten minutes passed before Revelli returned, picked up his

baton, and resumed the rehearsal.

He could not deny how much they energized him. He loved watching them express themselves through music.

“They made my day. Anytime I was down, all I had to do was give a lesson, and those kids pulled me right out of

it.”

In return, they played their hearts out, for their teacher and their town. The growing school band movement led to

state and national competitions, and Hobart High School matured into the best, period.

Said one judge: “The conductor evidently seeks clarity, thoroughness, and musical performance of every tone more

than general impressionistic effect. Either as a conscious technique or because of full participation in the mood,

these players bring a wider range of color out of their respective instruments than is ordinarily heard.”



During one frustrating band practice,

he threw down his baton and told the

students to get out, just go home. He

wouldn’t conduct them if they were

the last band on earth.



John Philip Sousa was conductor of the
U.S. Marine Band. After being honorably
discharged in 1892, he created his own
band, which crisscrossed the country for
decades.

Image: Library of Congress, Music
Division





When Hobart won its �rst national championship, in 1930, one of the judges was the great man himself, John

Philip Sousa. Revelli all but ran to accept the award.

For �ve straight years, the Hobart band reigned as �nest in the country.

With each national title, Revelli’s reputation grew; professional symphonies, colleges and bigger high schools

pursued him. Michigan State came calling, but he felt the school was too small. Wisconsin had him all but

moved to Madison, but he changed his mind. “I wanted to make one move and I wanted it to be the right one.”

That right one was Michigan.

In his �nal Hobart concert, Revelli led students he had groomed since fourth grade. They were his instrument.

Closing with “Auld Lang Syne,” tears fell down their faces. One after another, kids couldn’t play through their

crying. Mr. Revelli himself blinked back tears.

I
t is the fall of 1935, and Bill Revelli is settling into his junior faculty position. As he does every Tuesday night

as the new chair of Michigan’s Wind Instrument Department, he is holding the weekly faculty meeting.

Morris Hall is a 19th century house at the corner of South State and Jefferson. What once was the second-�oor

master bedroom now houses the Wind Department and its meeting. Afterward, Revelli writes up notes for the

dean.

“Professor Revelli, chairman of the wind instrument department, called a meeting. All were present. After

considerable discussion, it was unanimously agreed that we had to do some things …”

The dean �nds the minutes particularly amusing, and forwards them to other faculty. Chairman Revelli, after all, is

a department of one.

* * *

Revelli took a signi�cant pay cut to come to Michigan from Hobart. The band program he inherited was even

poorer.

“The Michigan band, in 1935, couldn’t turn pages for my Hobart band.”

His predecessor had resigned two years earlier, leaving a graduate student to hold the band together. Students

arrived late for rehearsal. They smoked before, during and after practice. They were cocky but had no reason to

be. It made Revelli crazy.

“That’s the worst thing you can have: when you’re not good and you think you are—there’s nothing worse. Your

receptivity to criticism is nil.”

But just like at Hobart, he believed in the students. The program was a sleeping giant, and he was about to give it a

good, hard kick.

“I’m totally dedicated to perfection and when it’s ‘just about right,’ I’m unhappy. To me, that’s like a pilot who

misses the runway by 8 feet. You’re dead; he’s almost right.”

The Michigan band program called Morris
Hall its home when Revelli �rst arrived in
Ann Arbor in 1935.

Image: Available online in Bentley Image
Bank and UM Photographs Vertical File
1850s - 1980s, Bentley Historical Library
(http://quod.lib.umich.edu/b/bhl/x-
bl001665/bl001665)
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His tone would de�ne Michigan Bands.

H
e is in full band regalia. White gloves, jacket, epaulets and a navy blue cap with the distinctive block “M.”

Before him sit dozens of freshmen, sheer brawn and muscle, the newest members of the Michigan

football team. Coach Bo Schembechler is in his debut season, and the veteran band director has offered to help the

team in any way he can.

Teach my players the �ght song, Schembechler asked.

The director steps up and stares hard at the athletes.

“JOHN PHILIP SOUSA CALLED THIS THE GREATEST FIGHT SONG EVER WRITTEN. AND YOU WILL SING IT WITH

RESPECT.”

Sing they do. Out of their chairs, standing and booming, “Hail! To the victors valiant. Hail! To the conqu’ring heroes.

Hail! Hail!”

After his 1969 visit, Revelli is invited back every season.

“God,” Schembechler will say years later, “he was beautiful.”

* * *

In a way, William Revelli steps onto the �eld every time today’s Michigan Marching Band pours out of the

Michigan Stadium tunnel.

In his 36 years, Revelli revolutionized not only the Michigan style, but marching bands across the nation. The

University of Illinois had been the �rst and best in the land, but Michigan soon stormed past under Revelli’s

baton.

He took over a band with roots in the ROTC and rote performance. He dropped the name “Michigan Fighting One

Hundred” (“It didn’t have any class to it”) and launched the “Michigan Marching Band.”

And he ranted.

“I don’t want it just about right! To me, just about right is terrible!”

“Mister, if you can’t play that, what CAN you play?”

“It’s all the fault of your high school band director.”

“It goes from a college band to a high school band to a junior high band in four bars.”

He quickened the stride of players, who now took more steps to cover the same amount of yardage. Where the U.S.

Army band took 120 steps a minute, the Michigan Marching Band packed in 176.



“I don’t want it just about right! To

me, just about right is terrible!”

– WILLIAM D. REVELLI



Revelli and the marching band’s drum section in 1

Image: William D. Revelli Papers 1907 - 1994, Ben
Library (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/b/bhlead/umic
byte=141630919;focusrgn=C02;subview=standard
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He and his assistants introduced thematic halftime shows, abandoning performances that mimicked stiff

military drills. The band took the shape of a turkey at Thanksgiving, or a car with spinning wheels, or stick

�gures traversing the �eld. (“I know it’s hard—that’s what makes it dif�cult!”)

There was the time the �rst trombonist messed up and began marching in the opposite direction. Absolute wrong

direction in front of thousands of fans. While he wandered off, the rest of the band marched away in formation.

Eventually, everyone reunited, but not before the trombonist took advantage of his single status and hammed it up

for the crowd.

What in the world were you thinking? Revelli demanded to know afterward.

“He said, ‘I don’t know, my mind just went blank.’ I slapped him on the back and said, ‘Some day you’re going to be

dean of a music school.’”

Perhaps his most signi�cant contribution was the sound and song of the band itself. He wanted his marching

band to sound like a symphonic band that just happened to be on a football �eld.

“Don’t come up and tell me the Michigan band looked good; I don’t like that kind of compliment. But it you say

they looked great and they sounded terri�c, I’ll accept that compliment.”

That meant exceptional tone. “Even if it was November and snow was coming down, I stopped that band if there

was a bad sound. I did it a million times. I didn’t care if the game was the next day. What I did care about was

their sound—right now! I want a good tone!”

He mixed popular music with classical works—Bach, Shostakovich, Tchaikovsky—before thousands of football

devotees. He introduced Bach’s “Toccata and Fugue in D minor,” a famous composition typically associated with

organ. “The audience stood up, cheered us, and actually booed the team back into the tunnel.”

And in a Michigan �rst, he had a stadium announcer introduce the band’s various moves.

The high-stepping band made its national television debut at the 1948 Rose Bowl, where a reporter called

Michigan “the Radio City Rockettes of football.” Somebody else declared the game over before it began, based

solely on the pre-game execution of the band.

In 1950, an eight-page spread in Life magazine (circulation: 8.5 million) sealed the band’s national prestige. Alfred

Eisenstaedt’s iconic image of Ann Arbor children gleefully strutting behind drum major Dick Smith set the tone

for an effusive photo essay about the pageantry of Michigan.

“This art form has reached a spectacular peak at the University of Michigan whose band, directed by ace

Bandmaster William D. Revelli, is considered by many to be the most musicianly in the U.S.”

He knew he was at the right university.

“Look at the stadium. Look at those crowds. Look at our team. Look at the program. Look at the number of people

who want to play in the band. Look at everything else. Look at the facilities.

“You’re not going to go anywhere and beat this.”

CHAPTER 6

THE SYMPHONY BAND



I
t is the opening concert of an international tour that will span 30,000 miles, 110 performances and 21 cities.

Tonight they play for Moscow, a city that in 1961 has rare contact with Americans, their universities or their

young people.

The Michigan students have played—well—for nearly two hours, and are concluding with a Russian classic,

Mussorgsky’s majestic “Great Gate of Kiev.” They have put on an exceptional performance, and Revelli braces for

the applause he knows will explode after this grand �nale.

Instead there is silence.

Frozen, he stares at his students. What have we done wrong? Who have we offended? It seems all oxygen has left

the hall.

After a moment that spans forever, a single Russian rises. He claps, once, and the audience of 6,000 mimics him.

Then they clap again, slowly, and again, faster and faster again, now they are stamping their feet, and clapping

and stamping, thousands of hands and feet pounding away.

“Then they stood up and cheered and then I knew we had arrived.”

The Symphony Band plays �ve encores.

* * *

If you wanted to get under Bill Revelli’s skin, you called him the director of the Michigan Marching Band.

“I want to scream. Not because I am not proud to be director of the marching band; of course I am. But wouldn’t

you believe that after a half a century they would know that I am director of all University bands?”

The Symphony Band was the �nest of the bands he came to create and conduct. There was the Varsity Band, the

Marching Band, Wolverine Band and more. The Symphony Band, though, was the cream, rich with music majors

and aspiring professionals.

Not so at the start. Other than venues and uniforms, there was no distinction between Michigan’s bands—the band

was the band. And its reputation preceded it.

On a Sunday afternoon in the winter of 1936—Revelli’s �rst in Ann Arbor—he and his charges were set to perform

at the 4,300-seat Hill Auditorium.

“I came on the stage and looked in the crowd. It looked like a baroque trio; All those empty seats.

“I bawled. I’m not ashamed—I went home and cried.”

They would practice, practice and practice some more. Start a piece. Stop. Start over. Stop. Start again. Stop. Over

and over, until it was right. Revelli put in so much time with students that his faculty colleagues griped he was

making them look bad.

Kids from Hobart applied to Michigan so they could again play with their mentor. More and more music majors

joined, raising the quality and the sound.

The campus radio station began to broadcast concerts, and then a Detroit station, followed by a national radio

syndicate.

He justly changed the name from concert band to symphony band. Where concert bands were traditionally

identi�ed as brassy and harsh, Revelli’s band had a silky elegance to it. His clarinets could sound like violins, the

euphoniums like cellos. He changed the seating of the ensemble, giving certain instruments the space he felt they

needed to truly be heard.



“I can listen to recordings of other

bands and then my own Michigan

Band and I hear a di�erent timbre.

It’s a di�erent color.”

– WILLIAM D. REVELLI



Polish schoolchildren crowd around Revelli and hi
during the Symphony Band’s 1961 visit to Lodz.

Image: William D. Revelli Papers 1907 - 1994, Ben
Library (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/b/bhlead/umic
byte=141630919;focusrgn=C02;subview=standard

Revelli’s �nal concert as director of bands was at 
in May 1971, when he retired after 36 years at the
Michigan. Said the New York Times: “Since Mr. Re
an energetic man, it is unlikely that his retirement 
idle one, but no matter what he does, his place in 
band history will be prominent and permanent.”

Image: William D. Revelli Papers 1907 - 1994, Ben
Library (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/b/bhlead/umic
byte=141630919;focusrgn=C02;subview=standard
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“I can listen to recordings of other bands and then my own Michigan Band and I hear a different timbre. It’s a

different color.”

He worked particularly hard to convince composers to write for symphony bands and, given the quality of

Michigan’s, they did. The result: a depth of interesting, challenging symphony band literature that continues

today.

He began taking the Symphony Band on the road—a �rst for a major university—and they performed in America’s

great venues. They amazed audiences in Boston Symphony Hall, the Philadelphia Academy of Music, New York’s

Lincoln Center, Philharmonic Hall in Los Angeles, and the ultimate destination, New York’s Carnegie Hall.

It was hard to believe they were college musicians. New York Times music critic Harold Schonberg—considered

the best of his era—raved about Revelli and Michigan students after a 1955 concert. “He got out of his kids what

not many bandmasters ever achieve—a brilliant, yet luminous texture of tone, a smart-sounding ensemble, well-

balanced choirs and even instrumental virtuosity.”

The pinnacle was the 1961 tour, a goodwill gesture arranged by the U.S. State Department at the height of the Cold

War. University bands and orchestras throughout the country were invited to submit tapes of their best work; the

�nest conservatories, Juilliard and Eastman, were in the running.

By now, though, Michigan’s rock-solid reputation made them the overwhelming choice. The tour was going to

take four weeks, then six, then eight and 11. Egypt was added to the itinerary; when diplomats in Jordan heard

about the tour, they wanted the Michigan band, too. So did Lebanon and Cyprus.

In the end, the Michigan Symphony Band would tour for 15 weeks—an entire semester away from Ann Arbor—

and visit nine countries; two months alone would be spent in the Soviet Union. It remains the most extensive tour

ever carried out by a university band.

Wherever they performed, Michigan students were mobbed. Concerts sold out. Encores—six, seven, nine—became

standard and extended performances by an hour.

The tour concluded at Carnegie Hall and the praise was lavish.

“The Michigan ensemble, composed of ninety-four students of the university, played with the precision of a well-

oiled machine,” wrote Raymond Ericson of the Times. “More than that, it produced some luscious, gleaming

organ-like sonorities within performances that were always accurate, texturally clean, and smooth �owing.”

This was Revelli perfection.

I
t’s halftime and more than 106,000 fans are jammed into Michigan Stadium for 1992’s homecoming and a

drubbing of Minnesota.

The marching band is on the �eld and at attention, as are dozens of alumni players, in jeans and sweatshirts, who

have returned for this fall ritual. They eye the 90-year-old conductor, retired for more than 20 years, and wait for

his cue.

CHAPTER 7

CODA



“God Bless America” soars from their instruments. He commands the �eld, and then turns to face the stands and

the press box. Again he conducts. Together, with the Michigan faithful, they sing in unison.

The applause begins well before the �nal note.

* * *

He was Mr. Revelli, Dr. Revelli or the Chief. He was charming and he was a tyrant. He worked incredible hours

and he never grew tired.

Every rehearsal, every concert, every tour was an opportunity to be the best.

“Do you know how many times I’ve conducted ‘The Victors’? Thousands! Do I ever conduct it like I’m bored with

it? I don’t care if I conduct it for a hundred years, every time I conduct it, I have never conducted it the time I’m

going to conduct it. That makes it a premiere performance.”

Revelli died in 1994. He founded the College Band Directors National Association and was inducted into both the

Music Educators Hall of Fame and the Hall of Fame of Distinguished Band Conductors. The marching band

facility at Michigan bears his name, as does the town bandshell in Hobart. A national contest for new band

compositions is named in his honor. Numerous scholarships and awards honor his legacy.

What truly mattered to him, though, could not be captured in brick, stone or engraved plaques. It was the ability,

and obligation, to inspire.

“The conductor has a responsibility to create an attitude of love for music. You are not a conductor of bands, you’re

a conductor of people. It’s through music that you reach them, and it’s a beautiful way to reach people.”

This article was drawn chie�y from George Alfred Cavanagh, “William D. Revelli: The Hobart Years” (dissertation,

University of Michigan, 1971); Gregory L. Talford, “William D. Revelli: An Introspective Study” (master’s thesis,

Central Michigan University, 1985); Grace Shackman, “The Band Master,” Ann Arbor Observer, December 1991;

Stephen Rosoff, “At 92 He’s Still True Blue,” Michigan Alumnus, January/February 1994; Bo Schembechler and John

U. Bacon, “Bo’s lasting lesson #5: Respect your history,” Michigan Today, September 2007; William D. Revelli Papers,

Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan

































Beyond Measure 7:  Lessons that Linger 
Clinic Outline 

Larry J. Livingston 

 

 

1) Music Matters by David Elliott, Oxford Univ. Press 

2) Free Play by Stephen Nachmanovitch, Penguin 

3) This Is Your Brain On Music by Daniel Levitin, Penguin 

 

4) Conceptual Teaching  (Efficiency and Power)  (See Handout) 

• When you stop, have a reason.  Make constructive but conceptual, rather than merely 

circumstantial commentary   Not just, “Clarinets you are too loud in measure 7,” but 

explaining why the clarinets are too loud, what concept or larger problem is causing 

them to be wrong.  Do they not have the theme?  Are they playing in the high 

register?  Do they have a less interesting part?   Are they making too bright of a 

timbre?  Not just, “Trombones, you are late,” but more to the point what is the reason 

for being late.  Are they entering after a long rest?  Do they have an upbeat?  Is their 

part written in an unfriendly register?  Are they not listening?  Not, “Band let’s do it 

again and do it better?”  What needs to be better and what behavioral changes are 

needed to make it better?  How about, “Clarinets, you have long note values in 

measure 7.  That means you are not likely to be important.  Write this in blood.  

Whenever your part is inactive, long notes for example, regardless of the dynamic in 

your music, you must listen for other more important musical information.  To do that 

you have to get out of the way.  Long notes mean play softer!”  Conceptual teaching 

always focuses on the big picture.  It always seeks broad application and the ultimate 

goal is to turn over the decision making process to the student(s).  The conceptual 

approach is about building independence, about providing the student a lexicon of 

fixes for as many musical situations as possible. 

• There are only 2 basic forms of specific commentary.  We need both  The first is to 

focus on the technical/physical process which creates the sound.  “Blow faster air, try 

this alternate fingering, open your throat, increase you vibrato speed, use a different 

mallet, etc.”  This commentary presumes that if the player follows the technical 

instruction, the desired sound will result.   Conversely, the other commentary 

describes the desired sound result and leaves it to the player(s) to make the 

appropriate technical/physical changes to produce that result.  In this mode, the use of 

image, metaphor, and simile are very important.  “Make a darker sound, it needs to be 

more delightful, sweeter, innocent, carefree, tragic, tender, rougher, etc.” 

• Stuctural/Harmonic Analysis and Historical Research 

 

5) The eye – memorizing scores.  If the performers are asked to look at us, we need to look 

at them. 

• Methods:  structural analysis, playing at the piano, rote, note by note, listening to 

recordings (has risks) 

• Use in rehearsal, not just in concert.  To be free, to really listen to the ensemble, to 

send a message to the players about preparation and commitment.  Remember, it is 

actually much easier to conduct than to play 

 



6) The ear – essence.  It is all about listening.  Breaking out of the cocoon. 

• Teach your ensemble to sing, speak, clap, CONDUCT 

• Mouthpieces only (especially for brass) 

• Try random seating (experiment) 

• Look for ways to vary the auditory experience 

 

7) The body – get off the podium.  Animate the rehearsal environment.  Band is a class.  Do 

whatever it takes to obviate the debilitating sameness of each day being like the last. 

 

8) Videotape/DVD your rehearsals.  Find areas for growth.  Avoidance of repetitive 

comments and “old saws”.  How do you look?  How would you respond to that image on 

the screen if you were a member of the ensemble?Pain = Gain.  It will be excruciating at 

first.  Ultimately, it will make a huge difference. 

 

9) Attitude is everything.  Glass half full! 

• Aiming at the A+ in each student 

• The difference between being commanding and demanding 

• Avoiding the me vs they syndrome. 

• Looking for the ascent of spirit and the light in the eyes, as opposed to the “fish eye” 

or “dead eye” 

• Reminding them by your very manner of the magic that drew them to music in the 

first place 

 

10) Helping them find meaning beyond the music.  

• Always looking for new possibilities   

• Being a contribution vs the success/failure paradigm 

• Fred Rogers was right 

• Releasing them to be  

• Seeking Samadhi, autotelesis 

 



 

 

Beyond Measure 7:  Lessons that Linger 
Conceptual Teaching and Rehearsing 

Larry J. Livingston 
 

 

 

1. Tuning   

 The tuning of equal temperament intervals must be adjusted.  Essentially, these 

adjustments or accommodations are related to the ear’s preference for intonation derived 

from the natural or just intonation system. Therefore, there are many versions of every 

pitch.  To be “in tune” depends on context (see “Chords of Just Intonation”). 

Some typical adjustments: 

Octave and 5ths are tuned as though beatless. 

In major chords, the 3rd must be kept low.  

In minor chords, the 3rd must be kept high. 

 

 All instruments are out of tune.  Only players can be in tune.   

 

 Tune from the bottom up.  This is important because the lowest sounding voice provides 

the listener the largest set of audible overtones as a reference for locating the higher 

pitches in the sonority. 

 

2. Balance   
 Build the sound from the lowest pitch in the sonority.  

 

 Think of a pyramid.  
 

 High frequency pitches are perceived by the ear to be louder than low frequency pitches.  

Therefore, dynamic adjustments or alterations to the printed markings may have to be 

made by the players in order to properly balance all of the voices in a given texture.  For 

example, those players with the most soprano line may have to play softer than the 

dynamic indicated in the parts in order not to stand out.  Similarly, to be heard, the 

players who have the lower voices may have to increase the written dynamic.   In a 

descending melodic passage, it may be necessary to use an acoustical or compensatory 

crescendo to preserve the audibility of the line. 

 

3. Interpretation/Rhythm 
 If you have a long note, get out of the way.  The oft-repeated comment, “Never sit on a 

long note” is neither trustworthy nor even commonly applicable as an interpretive guide.   

In general, long note values should be played at a restrained dynamic level in order that 

more important musical information be audible.   
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 If your part is important, make it heard.  There are a variety of musical circumstances 

which may require the player to project his or her part into the foreground.   These 

include when the player has:  

                   a) a melodic line or theme              

                   b) a rhythmically active or moving line 

                   c) a chromatic line 

                   d) new material 

                   e) a dissonant moment 

                   f) a solo passage 

                   g) a syncopated moment 

 

 To show phrase direction, make clear the function of every note in the system.  Every 

note in a musical line has a function:  on the way to a goal, as a goal itself, or exiting a 

goal.   

 

 In slow-tempo music, use the active passages to provide expressive shaping.  All rhythms 

have an intellectual component (duration) and a feeling component. The intellectual 

component is simply about counting.  The feeling component is richer in implication and 

has to do with shape, direction, and intent.  In music which moves at a slow tempo, it is 

usually the moving line(s) or active passages which provide the opportunity for revealing 

musical direction.  In this environment, trying to arbitrarily “gush” on long notes wrongly 

directs the listener’s attention to background musical material and, in the bargain, can 

mask or obscure important musical ideas which need to be heard.    

 

 In fast-tempo music, use the long notes as anchors.  Here, active rhythms are organized 

around longer note values, sometimes referred to as Agogic accents (stress based on the 

notes of longest duration).  Intelligible phrasing and interpretation now depend on a 

dynamic profile whereby the “big” notes provide landing pads for the more florid rhythms 

which surround them.  Even in this situation, however, it is rarely necessary to do more 

than “lean” on the long note, as opposed to artificially inflating it so as to seem more 

musical.  Finally, when a fast-note passage follows a long note, it is often helpful to 

slightly shorten the long note, thereby creating a space before launching the passage.  

 

 Beware the metric accent trap.  Arsis and Thesis (literally “lifting” and “lowering,” terms 

derived from Greek poetry) is a concept of phrasing designed to counter what is 

sometimes referred to as the “tyranny of the bar line,” or the tendency to organize musical 

interpretation based on the patterns of stress suggested by the meter.  In a piece written in 

common time (4/4), the normal accents would fall on beats 1 and 3.  In that context, beats 

2 and 4 are seen as afterthoughts, or weak beats.  Following that line of reasoning, there is 

a danger of applying excessive weight to the strong beats, while the weak beats are 

neglected.  This overt adherence to metric stress can result in a kind of ponderous and 

labored interpretation which lacks flow and continuity.   
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In the arsis/thesis concept, the normal focus of attention is reversed, so that weak beats are 

seen not as endings, but as beginnings which then lead to subsequent strong beats.  Thus, 

beat 1 is felt as an ending, beat 2 leads to beat 3, and beat 4 is directed at the following 

downbeat.   On a more micro level, the same concept can help reshape thinking in a 

rhythmic situation involving many notes per beat.   In a passage comprised of 16th notes, 

instead of thinking, “1 ee and uh, 2 ee and uh, 3 ee and uh, 4 ee and uh”, etc., in which each 

“ee and uh” is treated as falling away from the beat, imagine feeling it as “1, ee and uh 2,  

ee and uh 3, ee and uh 4, ee and uh 1, ” etc., where each mini-phrase starts with “ee” and 

lifts to the next beat.   

 

Of course, arsis/thesis can be applied in any meter and in music of virtually any tempo.  

Executed with care and control, it can liberate not only the bar line, but, as well, all 

musical situations in which the grouping of rhythmic values can become enslaved by 

metric overemphasis. 

 

 Newton’s laws of motion apply to music.  There are many reasons for rhythmic 

imprecision in an ensemble.  Some of these are due to sheer technical issues while others 

are more conceptual in nature.  In fast tempo music, it is generally the case that the 

players with the more active rhythms will tend to rush, and conversely, those who have 

slower-moving rhythms will tend to lag.  This is largely because Newton’s laws of 

motion apply to music.  If one is resting or playing relatively inactive stuff, inertia sets in.  

(Bodies at rest want to remain so.)  Meanwhile, the folks with the quicker rhythms too 

easily pick up a head of steam, and in so doing want to move ahead.  (Bodies which are 

in motion can easily get out of control.) 

 

4. Articulation 

 In staccato passages where all of the players have the same rhythms, those who have 

repeated pitches will have to play extra short to match those who have changing pitches.  

This is because the ear tends to connect repeated notes unless there is a well-defined gap 

between them.   

 

 In staccato, there must be a space before, as well as after the note.  In sostenuto, the 

player must have an inaudible but unmistakable feeling of crescendo inside each note 

and, also from each note to the next. 

 

 An accent is achieved not only by applying stress to a given note, but also by taking 

weight off the notes around it.   

 

5. Dynamics  

Dynamics are about context.  Whereas it is possible to have perfect pitch, it is not 

possible to have perfect dynamics.  Therefore, the conductor can greatly enhance the 

audibility of changes in dynamic by careful management of the context.  As an example, 

it is not possible to create a crescendo unless there is room for dynamic growth.  Thus, 

one could say that “crescendo” means “play soft,” or at least, “play softer.”  Similarly, 

“diminuendo” could mean “play loud.”  “Subito forte” could mean “stay soft,” etc.   
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6. Energy in Music  
 Music may be seen as a process of creating and releasing energy over time.  Some ways 

of describing this phenomenon are: 

         Inhalation   Exhalation 

         Tension   Relaxation 

         Compression   Expansion 

         Moving forward Holding back 

        Gathering (energy) Dispersing (energy) 

         Building (energy) Releasing (energy) 

    Pushing  Pulling 

  

 There are many ways to gather and release these fields of energy.  The following are 

some of the devices or mechanisms for doing so: 

  Increasing or Building Energy Comes From: 

   Rising pitch content, melodies, or themes 

       Getting louder 

        Rhythmic acceleration 

        Increased rhythmic complexity 

              Syncopation  

              Dissonance 

        Contrary motion 

        Chromaticism 

   Expanding the overall range or ambitus of pitches in the texture (soprano line and  

    bass line reach extremes of register)  

              Enlarging the orchestration 

       Releasing or Letting Go of Energy Comes From: 
        Falling pitch content, melodies, or themes 

        Getting softer 

        Rhythmic deceleration 

              Rhythmic simplification  

       Consonance 

        Parallel motion 

        Diatonicism 

   Contracting the overall range (ambitus) of pitches in the texture (soprano line and 

    bass line converge on the middle register). 

            Decreasing the orchestration 

 

The composer employs these devices to provide a sense of direction, purpose, and drama 

in a piece of music.  The conductor (interpreter), too, manipulates these devices in order 

to make even clearer the composer’s intentions.  These devices may work in tandem or 

even in opposition.  Climaxes are typically staged by getting louder, increasing 

dissonance, expanding the orchestra, and, as well, rhythmic acceleration.   Yet, at a 

penultimate moment (in a piece, phrase, section, movement, etc.), it is often helpful to 

pull back on or stretch the tempo and, in effect, slow down not only the pace but the 

underlying rhythmic momentum in order to allow sufficient time for a final crescendo to 

create a truly fulfilling climax.   In this case, then, the conductor chooses to exploit the 

epic power of dynamics to increase energy while holding in check the locomotive value 

of rhythmic acceleration and complexity. 
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7.    Tempo and Character 
One of the greatest challenges for conductors has to do with choosing tempi.  Beyond 

any marked tempo indications, there seems to be some elusive but organic feeling about 

how fast a piece should go.  When a piece “feels” out of kilter, the tendency is to assume 

that the problem is tempo.  The piece (movement, section, etc.) can feel too fast, even 

frantic.  Or, conversely, it can feel lumbering, even somewhat inert.  While tempo is a 

critical issue unto itself, when the tempo is right, one usually does not notice it.  When 

one’s attention is drawn to the tempo, there is a problem, but maybe not with the tempo.  

The cause of noticing tempo has as much to do with character as it does with speed.  For 

example, much fast-paced music is linked to basic dance impulse.  If the piece “dances,” 

it can go at a variety of tempi.  If it does not “dance,” the temptation is try to fix it by 

adjusting the speed of the beat, commonly to go faster.  Actually, the core solution may 

require a revision of articulation, rhythmic interpretation, and/or overall style of 

execution.   On the other hand, slower-paced music, which derives its essence from vocal 

traditions, may appear to drag.  This may not be so much because the tempo is too 

deliberate, but rather, because the music is being expressed in a prosaic manner:  it does 

not “sing.”  Again, trying to rectify the problem through tempo alone can lead to an 

endless set of misestimates about pacing, none of which is really satisfying.  The answer 

might better be found through phrasal shaping, dynamic refinements, and/or changes in 

timbre more likely to produce a lyrical character. 

 

8. Shape and Line 
Music which is built primarily on sustained thematic gestures requires careful handling in 

order not to interrupt the feeling of flow.  The propagation of line is critically dependent 

on creating expansive musical arcs which do not contain inappropriate accents.  Said 

more simply, to create a long line, one must not “sit down” or make stress points along 

the way.  In wind playing, because of the natural tendency for breath and fingers to 

punctuate the sound, creating a long line is especially difficult.   To overcome this 

problem, it is important to understand two core concepts:   

a. To make a sustained line, each note must grow into the next.  That is to say, there 

must be a subtle crescendo from note 1 to note 2, from note 2 to note 3, from note 

3 to note 4, etc.   Otherwise, the phrase will sag in transit.   

b. Second, but just as important, there must be a subtle quieting of dynamic at the 

precise point of shift from one note to the next, in order to cushion the impact.  

Otherwise, an unintended accent will occur at the attack point of the new note, 

because of the immediately preceding crescendo. 

 



Beyond Measure 7:  Lessons that Linger 
Philosophical Premise 

Larry J. Livingston 
 

For whom are we doing this?   

▪ We are doing it for our students.   
 

What do we want for them?   

▪ We want to make each of our students independent of us and independent of the 

ensemble, in order to make possible for them a lifelong love affair/involvement with 

music. 

▪ We want to enlighten and enable each of them to seek musical nourishment as a doer, 

maker, and listener, and to become a carrier of the magic into the world.   

▪ We want to make a contribution to their lives which will leave them better adults, better 

able to cope, and inspired to pass on to their children the irreducible miracle of music.   

▪ Ultimately, we want to help them forge their own legacies of goodness across the land.    
 

How can we do this? 

▪ We need to create experiences which are so compelling that the students will be able to 

harvest them forever.   
 

What objectives best serve that goal?   

▪ Through conceptual teaching, to illuminate/show/demonstrate how music works, how 

musicians acquire skill, interpret notation, interact in a musical environment, and develop 

sophisticated auditory cognition.   

▪ To link music to the larger mysteries of the universe. 

▪ To lay the groundwork for ongoing participation in doing or making music. 

▪ To grow enlightened and motivated listeners/consumers of music. 

▪ To demonstrate by our behavior the possible congruence of doing well and doing good    
 

How do we realize these objectives?  We must develop pedagogies which: 

▪ Focus on concepts rather than on specific circumstances 

▪ Free students from the need for a teacher 

▪ Engage the mind on a musically holistic level 

▪ Find truths, ideas, and/or premises in music which are also relevant to other disciplines or 

pursuits (e.g., the Fibonacci series, golden mean, phi, Newton’s laws of motion) 

▪ Establish music-making configurations which are individually- or small group-based 

▪ Make composition a core part of the program 

▪ Make improvisation a core part of the program 

▪ Encourage multiple instrument study 

▪ Take an eclectic approach to repertoire 

▪ Ask everyone in the ensemble to be a “conductor” as an integral part of rehearsals 

▪ Include analytical and historical information as core in the daily lesson plan 

▪ Merge performance-based rehearsing/teaching with analysis 

▪ Teach students to read a musical score 

▪ Embrace the reality that teaching music is a subset of the larger phenomenon, teaching 

life  

▪ Make a priority out of helping each student become the best version of his or her unique 

self 
 

Remember, it is about them. 


